WikiAfrica Literature

WikiAfrica Literature promotes a series of initiatives in conjunction with WikiAfrica to increase the number of Wikipedia articles regarding African literature. Writers, critics, students, professors, cultural institutions, Wikipedia users, and new analogic and digital networks are invited to join in and write articles on African authors, texts, literary genres, oral literature, linguistics, publishing houses and magazines.

WikiAfrica Literature encourages the uploading of quotes, essays, books, speeches, images, audio and video files in various Wikimedia projects (Commons, Wikiquote, Wikisource etc.) and in any language.

You can all participate and make WikiAfrica Literature grow: write a biography, translate an article, add a quotation! If you are a professor you can even use it as a teaching tool!

WikiAfrica Literature has been participating to the Mantua Literature Festival since 2007. Listen to the authors who were invited to the 2008 edition on Afriradio.

WikiAfrica Literature asks African authors to donate a phrase in support of WikiAfrica. In 2007, Cristina Ali Farah, Tsitsi Dangarembga, Tahar Lamri and Igiaba Scego donated their sentences, which were then published on postcards. The latter were distributed both online and across the Italian peninsula - inside 150,000 Moleskine notebooks.
In 2008, Abdourahman A.Waberi, Karen Press and Ingrid De Kok also contributed and their sentences were published on postcards distributed during the Cape Town Book Fair in June 2008.

WikiAfrica Literature and WikiAfrica Art are now supporting the Chimurenga Library project.
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